CASE STUDY – HEALTHCARE

Boomi Helps Easterseals Bay Area Transform Into a
State-of-the-Art Healthcare Network
Anticipating a dramatic increase in patient referrals, Easterseals Bay Area turned
to Boomi to quickly build out a digital infrastructure to support the organization’s
focus on leading the way to ensure individuals and families affected by
disabilities can live, learn, work and play to their full potential
In a remarkable story of the power of the cloud and digital
transformation, some much needed help for healthcare in
the United States has come from an unlikely source.
By partnering with Dell Boomi, the Bay Area non-profit
that’s changing the way the world defines and views
disability by making profound, positive differences in
people’s lives has pioneered a model for how to build the
digital infrastructure for highly efficient, scalable, flexible,
and, most importantly, effective healthcare networks.
By using Boomi to tie together and orchestrate the
exchange of data among a group of cloud-applications
and enterprise information systems, the affiliate of
Chicago-based Easterseals created both a state-of-theart digital healthcare information system and a behavioral
health provider network that’s now managing 7,000
practitioners and $180 million in billings.
Most remarkably, Easterseals Bay Area (ESBA) did this
practically overnight, transforming from a traditional
charity relying on donations and grants to running one of
the largest behavioral healthcare networks in the country.

A New Law and
a New Healthcare Network
The story of this transformation began in 2012 when a
new California law required healthcare insurers to cover
behavioral health treatment for individuals with autism or
other pervasive developmental disorders.
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Business Goals:
Dramatically scale capacity to support behavioral
healthcare service needs for children and adults in the
greater San Francisco, Calif. region.
Integration Challenges:
Build a fully secure, digital information system that is
compliant with HIPAA, the HITECH Act, and California
regulations.
How Boomi Helped:
Connected and orchestrated data from various
internal and external applications and healthcare
information systems, while providing the visibility,
control and automation for managing clinical and
business operations.
Results:
• Radically improve the quality of its data
• Increased the visibility and control of patient care
• Deliver transparency across the patient-care lifecycle
• Improve the efficiency of data sharing
• Rapidly develop custom applications, such as a
mobile invoicing app
• Reduce the error rate for the administrative tasks
required of therapists
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Given ESBA’s long history of helping people with
disabilities, the non-profit offered expertise and
experience in this unique field of healthcare.
As a result a major U.S. healthcare maintenance organization
(HMO) contracted with ESBA to help provide behavioral
healthcare services to its members in the Bay Area.
To effectively manage these services, ESBA had to build a
fully secure digital information system across its groups of
providers, patients and funders.
Most significantly, the network had to be compliant with
stringent requirements of the federal Healthcare Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), the Health
Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health
(HITECH) Act, and California state requirements.

“Boomi quickly and easily
scaled our network
capacity from a trickle
of data to millions of
transactions.”
Robert Van Tuyl
Chief Innovation Officer, Easterseals Bay Area

To guide the creation of its digital infrastructure, ESBA
brought in Robert Van Tuyl. Van Tuyl, a veteran executive
of technology start-ups and an experienced Accenture
consultant specializing in large-scale legacy software
implementations, quickly identified integration as pivotal
component to the project.
Critically, Easterseals needed to keep close track of
a patient’s path from referral to initiation of service,
to assignment, treatment, and then discharge, while
efficiently managing all billing and claims processing.
To make this possible, the project included the formation
of a new electronic healthcare records and revenue cycle
management system from AthenaHealth. AthenaHealth
houses the information for the web-based patient portal
and contains the patient’s demographic information, as
well as data for managing the end-to-end revenue cycle
for the service.
In addition, ESBA built various mobile and web-based
applications based on Salesforce Health Cloud for
managing the complete care cycle.
ESBA also deployed various NetSuite modules to handle
its back-office financial information and to manage
appointment scheduling.

Building a Network From
Scratch, Quickly
For ESBA, scalability was paramount as it needed to ramp
up from very manual, paper-based and ad hoc processes
to a fully digital, comprehensive system that could
track volumes of data from thousands of patients and
healthcare practitioners each month.
Van Tuyl says Boomi greatly streamlined this transition
by easily connecting and orchestrating the data from its
various applications, providing ESBA the visibility, control
and automation necessary for managing all clinical and
business operations data.
“Boomi was able to easily scale our network from a trickle of
data to millions of transactions very quickly,” Van Tuyl says.
Boomi also provided the necessary flexibility to
Easterseals’ digital information system, adroitly handling
integrations with both its cloud applications such as
Salesforce and NetSuite, as well as “behind the firewall”
on-premise systems such as AthenaHealth.
To tie the network together Boomi must negotiate
integrations with applications using everything from modern
RESTful APIs to traditional EDI and HL7 interface protocols.
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“Boomi has delivered
huge efficiencies in how
we share data among
our systems.”
Robert Van Tuyl
Chief Innovation Officer, Easterseals Bay Area

“Boomi’s ability to easily bridge between the latest and
greatest web services and more traditional enterprise
applications is critical for managing a hybrid IT
environment like ours,” Van Tuyl says.
But Boomi has been impressive not just in its ability to
support a wide range of integrations. Just as importantly,
it made it simple for Easterseals to build these integrations
themselves, helping the company efficiently and quickly
roll out its new network infrastructure, Van Tuyl says.
“It was literally a couple of weeks for a non-Boomi expert
to come up to speed with the technology and to be able
to build a production-ready system,” he explains. “That
system went live on time, very rapidly.”

A Better Network for Better Healthcare
Before establishing its new digital infrastructure,
Easterseals had accumulated a significant backlog in
accounts payable. Its manual claims processing simply
couldn’t keep up.
With Boomi pulling together all essential data on patient
services, ESBA was able to significantly improve its
processing time for claims payable, allowing it to establish
shorter timelines with providers and, in many cases,
exceed those new timelines.
Boomi also radically improved the quality of data within
Easterseals’ healthcare management system.
ESBA had previously managed much of its patient and
provider information in Excel spreadsheets. This greatly
limited the visibility and control of patient care.
But with Boomi, Easterseals can now electronically follow
patients from their point of entry as a referral, process the
referral, confirm the patient’s contact information, track
service delivery, and ensure accurate billing.
“Boomi has delivered huge efficiencies in how we share
data among our systems,” Van Tuyl says.
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Boomi also made it possible for ESBA to quickly create
custom applications, such as a mobile app to help its
behavioral therapists submit invoices for patient care.
Previously, therapists presented parents with paperwork
to sign for a child receiving services as part of a treatment
plan, and the therapist would then return to the office to
scan and send the document to the appropriate system.
This process had a high error rate, required therapists to
spend much of their time on administrative tasks, and left
the Easterseals staff unable to track or monitor the data.
Now, therapists can quickly enter the information on the
mobile phone, capture a parent’s signature, and send the
information to the correct system — electronically.
“The new mobile app has significantly simplified how
our therapist track their paperwork and greatly reduces
our administrative overhead,” Van Tuyl says. “That is just
the kind of efficiency you need in a healthcare network
operating at this scale.”
What has been the cumulative results of all these data
and application improvements? ESBA has become an
agile, data-driven enterprise supported by an integrated
cloud-based infrastructure.
Most importantly, ESBA and its behavioral health provider
network is expanding vital care services to help more
people live healthier, better lives.
“Boomi has improved the quality of the data in our
systems, the efficiency of our operations, and, most
importantly, the patient experience,” Van Tuyl says. “We
couldn’t ask for more than that.”

Learn more about the Boomi
cloud-native integration platform
boomi.com/integration

Speak with a
Boomi integration expert

“Boomi improved data
quality, efficiency and the
patient experience.
We couldn’t ask for more.”
Robert Van Tuyl
Chief Innovation Officer, Easterseals Bay Area
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